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Modelling of Exploding Foil Initiator and Related Circuitry for
Variable Mode of Operation.
Analytical and numerical models, validated against published data, were
developed to calculate the velocity and time of arrival duration (ToAD) of the
flyer-plasma material at the top of the barrel of an exploding foil initiator (EFI),
as commonly used in explosive devices. Such tools will aid system designers in
the optimization of capacitor discharge circuit (CDC) or EFI bridge material
properties.
The analytical elements of the approach developed support the requirement for
consideration of mass ejection variation with respect to initial capacitor voltage.
The numerical elements of the approach developed demonstrate that EFI design
alteration to increase flyer mass is less effective in reducing ToAD than supply
voltage modulation via the CDC. This finding is of particular relevance for in situ
control of functional performance characteristics. This work goes on to
demonstrate that such control is impracticable when using HNS, since the initial
capacitor voltages necessary to yield appropriate ToAD for deflagration deliver
insufficient energy to instigate a response from the EFI.
Keywords: exploding foil initiator; time of arrival duration; finite element
modelling

1 Introduction
Exploding foil initiators (EFI) are laminar structured devices, first developed in the
1970’s at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (1). Most prominently, the EFI is
implemented as the first stage of a detonation train by discharging a high voltage
capacitor through a thin, shaped foil “bridge” causing state changes from solid through
to ionized plasma. This discharge is instigated by means of closing a triggered vacuum
switch. An electrical insulator layer is located above the bridge layer and beneath a hole
(barrel) in the layer above. A portion of the insulator layer is ejected up the barrel and
into an explosive pellet positioned atop. Typical operation here initiates detonation

within the pellet, which may go on to initiate further detonations in the explosive train.
Schmidt et al. (2) consider modification of the Gurney equations to calculate
velocities and positions of the flyer layer. The Gurney equations, are a set of equations
which characterize the initial velocities of fragments emanating from bombs, shells or
grenades (3). Schmidt et al. adapted these equations for EFI analysis, using an altered
experimental power curve to act as the time dependent energy term in these equations.
There is, however, a requirement in this method for empirical treatment of energy and
power post-burst of the bridge and correction factors in order to produce good
correlations. Whilst the Gurney equations produce good comparisons with experimental
work (2), the Schmidt et al. model had not been validated when considering the
variables of the materials and geometry of the flyer and foil.
Furnberg et al. also produced an empirical model describing the resistance of the
bridge, which changes during firing of the EFI, containing multiple electrical
parameters which are variable to optimize the correlation between the model and
experimental data (4). The Furnberg et al. model simulates the electrical elements of the
EFI’s capacitor discharge circuit (CDC). The model was formed from two equations,
the first describing the pre-burst period of the bridge, the second the post-burst period.
Furnberg et al. note that, of the seven parameters featured in the pre-burst equation, six
are determined through “trial and error” with previous experience governing which key
parameters are taken into consideration (4). The model calculates accumulated energy
and variation in resistance and feeds these values back into the firing system circuit
model, denoting the burst energy as the point at which the modelling approach is
switched from pre- to post-burst firing calculations. Extrapolation of the model to larger
bridge sizes was conducted and successfully met experimental trial results (4).
Ghosh produced a simulation of an EFI, working on the assumption that the foil
exhibits linear resistivity variation with temperature change and that energy

accumulation in the foil is equal to the amount of Ohmic heating (5). Changes in state
are considered and the current density at the point of burst is used to calculate a flyer
velocity, based on the Gurney equations. Based on a construction of copper foil and
Mylar flyer, Ghosh’s EFI flyer velocities were predicted to be between 1.4 and 2.4
km.s-1. The model was then varied for configurations of different EFIs and compared
with the results of other journal papers with variable results. Ghosh notes that a lack of
information for some bridge materials limited the reliability of the simulation in some
cases. The temperature response is also noted to be too simplistic when assumed to be
purely linear, requiring a non-linear resistivity model. It was also noted that, as the time
to burst increased, accuracy fell owing to the heat dissipation that had not been factored
into the model (5). Ghosh concluded that this simplified model is only suitable for
copper bridges with less than 1μs burst times (5).
Nappert modelled EFI operation by calculating bridge foil current as a function
of time, feeding this into the Gurney equation to calculate flyer velocity based on the
current density at the time of burst (6). Conservation of momentum equations combined
with initiation criterion for specific explosives were then used to predict the effect of the
EFI on the explosive pellet. Nappert notes that, whilst the high voltage predictions are
in line with experimental results, lower voltage predictions are not as closely correlated
with observed velocities (6). Additional work recommended by Nappert would be the
collection of further data in order to fit capacitor discharge and bridge foil resistivity. It
should be noted that Nappert’s work utilized parameters for the Gurney equation
calculated by other researchers (6).
Smetana et al. used finite element analysis (FEA) to model a thick film initiator,
used as a safety device in the automotive industry. Smetana et al. noted the importance
of the materials chosen for construction and their effect on the thermal conductivity of
the device and the requirement for numerical simulation to both optimize the design of

the unit and characterize material diffusion occurring within it (7). It should be noted
that the thick film initiator discussed in (7) differed in its layers of construction, hence,
whilst similar methodologies may be applied here, results may differ.
Chritensen and Hrousis began to progress modelling of the EFI into three
dimensions using magnetohydrodynamic simulation on a range of EFI sizes (8). These
models considered both varying current and voltage in the system; model validation
highlighted areas for further development, including future validation of global
equations of state for bridge materials (8).
One such explosive that may be initiated by the EFI is hexanitrostilbene (HNS),
detonated through shock by the impact of EFI flyer layer and vaporized bridge material
(9). When considering HNS, Schwarz, (9) investigated the initiation of various grades
and densities of this material using EFI. Schwarz’s findings demonstrated that lower
impact pressures reduced the probability of detonation and that longer pulse durations
(achieved by increased thicknesses of the flyer layer) reduced impact pressure. Schwarz
also demonstrated the non-linearity of the boundary between initiation and noninitiation whereby, as impact duration increases beyond 1.5µs, the pressure required for
initiation remains constant. Furthermore, grain size of the HNS was shown to influence
the trends displayed in sensitivity; coarser textured explosives were demonstrated to be
more sensitive to low pressure, longer duration impacts, whilst fine grain explosives
exhibited more sensitivity at higher pressures (10). The shape of the interaction face of
the shock-front has also been demonstrated to wield influence on initiation behaviour
(11, 12). (12) also identifies the time at which the explosive acquires the maximum
amount of energy from the initial shock to be of importance in critical energy
calculations. This instant can be identified using time of arrival, from analytical
calculation (Section 2.1) or via empirical measurement (13), in addition to ToAD.

Detonation has been shown to not be immediate upon impact of the flyer, the
resulting compression waves through the explosive causing decomposition of the
material which accelerates the wave front; should this exceed the material’s threshold
velocity for detonation (14), 7-7.1 km.s-1 for HNS (15), the reaction has undergone the
process of deflagration to detonation transition (DDT) (14) and the process of
detonation takes over.
Flyer-explosive interaction has been observed to be of importance when
considering system behavior, the work of (13) utilized an experimental technique to
measure the velocity of ejected material from the barrel at high speed with the pellet
removed, for a range of initial capacitor voltages. This work sought to understand the
mode of operation of EFI in greater detail for the purpose of controlling and modifying
this behavior in line for selective deflagration or detonation modes of operation.
Deflagration has been identified as achievable using EFI (16, 17).
From the observations and postulations presented within (13), analytical and
numerical models have been developed and are presented herein and compared with the
data of (13). The full experimental procedure has been presented previously, (13), and
hence will not be reproduced here; however, where additional processing to the raw
data collected has taken place, such processes will be described.

2 Model Development
Time of arrival duration (ToAD) has been predicted for an EFI driven by a CDC using a
finite element model developed within a simulation package (Ansys 17.1, Explicit
Dynamics) with initial boundary conditions calculated analytically. The model begins
from initial electrical calculation, culminating in flyer velocity.
The electrical circuit considered is a closed loop RLC series circuit with closing
of a triggered vacuum switch commencing circuit operation.

2.1 Preliminary Analytical Calculations
The analytical calculation steps described herein build upon the observations of (13)
and can be broadly broken down into three phases: a time iterated phase determining the
state of the bridge; an energy calculations phase which determines the transfer of the
remaining energy from the capacitor and the solution phase reporting flyer ejection
information (i.e. fire/no fire; velocity).

2.1.1 Time Iterated Phase
In the calculations which follow, t is the time the calculation has reached; if t is less
than the activation time of the trigger vacuum switch, s, in the circuit, then
𝐼𝑆 =

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥
s

𝑡

(1)

where IS is the current for that time step. Otherwise, if t is greater than or equal to s, Is is
calculated thus:
𝐼𝑆 = 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑒

−(𝑡−𝑠) −𝑅(𝑡−𝑠)
𝑅𝐶
𝐿

)

(2)

where R is the resistance, C is the capacitance and L is the inductance of the circuit.
Whilst resistance is variable during operation (see equation 3), for the purposes of this
work, it is assumed to be fixed during each time step iterated.

2.1.2 Energy Calculation Phase
Basic circuit calculations (18), allow use of current to calculate the cumulative energy
transferred during time t. This energy is then all assumed to be transferred to the EFI
bridge (valid as long as the initiation duration is <1µs, as described by Ghosh (5)) and
cause temperature increase and a change of state within.
To identify the nature of the bridge during each time step, the energy required to
raise temperatures in particular states of matter or transition between states is calculated

using standard calculations of internal energy and heating (18). For the purposes of this
work, the percentage ionization of the bridge for initiation to occur was set to 20%, in
line with other works (19). This based on the calculations of (20), considering first
ionization energy of copper, predicted burst according the work of (21), predicted burst
pressures and the Saha ionization equation (22).
The cumulative energy is compared with these energy requirements and hence
the state of the bridge identified. If sufficient energy to initiate the flyer transition has
been transferred, the calculation progresses to the next phase, otherwise the time
iteration phase repeats, t increasing by a time step. The flyer is assumed to begin
traversal of the barrel immediately upon 20% ionization being achieved.
If the calculation remains in phase two, resistance of the bridge is varied to
reflect the current state of the bridge, standard equations (18) used for individual states
of matter, accounting for changes in temperature and hence associated changes in
resistance, with equations 3a-c used for transitory states between solid and liquid, liquid
and gas and gas and plasma respectively.
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Here Ex denotes the cumulative energy transferred, the subscripts s, m, l, v and p
on the energies and resistances identifying solid, melting, liquid, vapor or plasma states.

2.1.3 Analytical Solution
If sufficient energy to reach 20% ionization has been transferred, then the time iterated
phase is complete and phase three of the calculation commences. The cumulative
energy transferred is compared with the total energy stored in the capacitor initially,
calculated using standard capacitor equations (18). The EFI is deemed unable to draw

sufficient energy from the capacitor to fire if the model produces a difference less than
or equal to zero. If the difference is greater than zero then all of the energy remaining in
the capacitor is assumed to be transferred to the kinetic energy of the ejected material
(i.e. bridge and flyer). This remaining energy, denoted EK, is then substituted into the
Gurney equation for an infinitely tamped structure (in line with the geometry of the EFI
used to gather the empirical data used for verification). This is re-arranged to form
equation 4.
1

𝑀

1 −2

𝑣𝑓 = ( 𝐶 + 3)

. √2𝐸𝐾

(4)

where M is the mass of the flyer, C is the mass of the bridge and vf is the ejected
velocity of the flyer. As the bridge has smaller dimensions than the barrel, M was
calculated based on empircal observations from (13). M is taken to be the area of the
ejected bridge multiplied by the thickness and density of the flyer layer, in line with
observations from other work (13).
A correlation between observed mass ejection and initial firing voltage was
identified and extrapolated for firing voltages beyond the firing conditions of the EFICDC system.

2.2 Numerical Model
This velocity is then fed into the initial conditions of the numerical model to compute a
ToAD; hence calculation from initial electrical conditions to ejected flyer velocity and
ToAD is demonstrated. ToAD from these calculations is considered equivalent to the
time at which an explosive has acquired its maximum amount of energy from initial
shock interaction, identified by (12) to be key to calculating the critical energy criterion.
The model was computed for a range of initial capacitor voltages: 0 – 3000V.
The model was also computed considering two mass boundary conditions: the mass of a

fixed volume (defined by initial bridge geometry, as has been considered in previous
studies (6)) and a mass which varies with initial capacitor voltage (based on
observations from (13)). The results from both of these scenarios are considered Section
4.
The geometry of the region of interest of the EFI (around the barrel) was
modelled to include all layers: the tamper, the conductive bridge, the insulating flyer
and the barrel with hole aligned axially with the bridge center. Model dimensions
conformed with the manufacturing specification of the EFI used in the empirical
investigation (13) and a plane of symmetry transecting the center of the barrel was
applied to increase solving efficiency (see figure 1).

Figure 1. EFI cross section from FEA model.
The input variable for the numerical model was the flyer velocity, which has
been demonstrated empirically to be dependent upon initial capacitor voltage.
Calculation of the input velocity was predicted analytically for a range of initial
capacitor voltages which were then applied to the underside of the bridge.
Once material defined strain limits (23) within individual mesh elements were
exceeded, these elements were recorded by the model as having failed; however, their
momentum was retained in the simulation. This is comparable with a flyer breaking
apart during transition. Whilst thick flyers have been demonstrated to remain solid,
thinner flyers have been shown to vaporize, ionize and breakup (24, 25). The expansion
and traversal of flyer layer and the plasma that trailed it were modelled translating up
the barrel.

Several distinctive events within the flyer transition of the barrel are predicted;
figure 2 traces these kinematics of the top and bottom surfaces of the flyer (henceforth
denoted ‘A’ and ‘B’, respectively) throughout their journeys up the barrel and into the
underside of the pellet and identifies these events.
Prior to point 1, A is accelerated up the barrel. Between points 1 and 2 A has
reached a constant velocity and, at point 2, begins to decelerate owing to impact with
the pellet mounted at the top of the barrel. This impact is witnessed by the displacement
trace of A provided in figure 2. The deceleration of A persists until point 3 as it
continues to impact the explosive pellet. Points 3 to 4 exhibit the ongoing impact as
trailing material (between A and B) compresses to cause re-acceleration of A.
Oscillations in B’s velocity and A’s displacement between points 4 and 5
demonstrate the re-compaction of the ejected material.
Figure 2 shows B arriving at the top of the barrel, denoted as a displacement of
1. The velocity of A also rapidly decelerates at point 5. As such, for the purposes of this
work, impact is defined to have ended at point 5.
It should be noted that any shockwaves generated by energetic material
impacted have been disregarded in this work to focus on variable mode of independent
operation of the EFI unit.
The profile traced in Figure 2 does not contradict those detected via velocimetry
methods (26). The velocity profile of the trailing face (B) is very different to that of the
leading face (A). When using optical means to track such motion, the bulk nature of the
material in transit would partially obscure the independent propogation of surfaces A
and B up the barrel. Furthermore, velocimetric techniques (26, 27) with line-of-sight
real-time velocity measurements, observing a flyer during barrel transit, will not see
deceleration of A between points 2-3 as no material exists atop the barrel for interaction
with A. Where windows are used to mimic a flyer-pellet impact event, traditional flyer

material such as kapton is transmissive at multiple wavelengths wherein copper bridge
plasma will be emmissive (28, 29); hence, surfaces A and B will be indistiguishable
through velocimetry. The model presented herein allows users to investigate the critical
interaction between ejected material and explosive pellet that would take place during
real-world operation. Comparable results with acceleration periods of the same order of
magnitude as previous studies are demonstrated (26).

Figure 2. Normalised flyer velocity and displacement profile during barrel translation:
leading face (A) velocity (—) and displacement (···), trailing face (B) velocity (—) and
displacement (···). Inset: schematic cross section of EFI during initiation showing leading
face (A) and trailing face (B) of the ejected material.
The simulation observed the time delay between flyer front (A) and end (B) of
material arrival to vary with velocity. Simply described, higher velocitiy inputs resulted
in the ejected material becoming proportionally more dense as it traversed the barrel. As
a result, ToAD varied dependent upon initial conditions.

3 Laboratory Experimentation
In conjunction with the modelling, data collected from laboratory experimentation was
also analyzed. The arrangement of (13), as displayed in figure 3, used two photodiodes
to measure the time of initiation (PD1) and time of arrival (PD2) of material at the top
of the barrel.

Additional to the processing of (13), a further point was identified from the
signal detected at PD2, namely the time at which that signal returned to pre-event
levels. The calculation method utilized was identical to that of (13), using discretization,
looking for deviation from initial levels beyond user defined tolerances and marking
this as the point of interest. The data was examined twice, once looking forward to
identify the point where arrival of material began and the second looking in reverse to
identify when the material finished arriving.
The difference between these two values can be calculated and hence a ToAD
from the arrival of the flyer front and the end of the plasma traversing behind it can be
discerned. Whilst mass ejected could not be directly measured in (13), estimates of
volume of mass ejected were collated from micrographs for use in this work.

Figure 3. Laboratory experimentation setup.
4 Results and Discussion
Average velocities of flyer traversal along the barrel from the analytical model were
recorded and compared with the laboratory results of (13) and are presented in figure 4.

Figure 4. Laboratory measured (◇), with error bars, and analytically calculated flyer
velocities, with fixed (○) and variable (X) mass of material ejected for a range of initial
capacitor voltages.
The analytical calculations were performed twice for each initial capacitor
voltage. The first data set assumed a constant mass of material ejected for each data
point, as has been used by other authors (6). These points have a more linear trend than
observed in the experimental results of (13). The initial capacitor voltage in figure 4,
which displays three plots (fixed initial volume, capacitor voltage dependent volume
and empirical measurement), indicates the voltage at which the two methods of mass
ejection calculation intersect; this intersection marks the only point at which the fixed
initial volume bridge geometry prediction of ejected mass is valid.
The second data series collected from the analytical model varied the mass
removed by using measurements taken from micrographs from (13) to produce a
relationship between initial voltage and ejected mass. The improved correlation in
velocity trends highlights the validity of variable mass ejection with respect to initial
capacitor voltage. A greater understanding of the relationship between initial capacitor
voltages and mass ejected is required before a fully predictive analytical model can be
developed for wider ranges of EFI.
As can be seen from figure 4, when considering a variable mass, the trend of the
laboratory results is in close agreement to that of the simulated predictions for the initial

capacitor voltages trialed. As expected, lower initial capacitor voltages (meaning less
energy stored within the capacitor) resulted in less energy transferred to the EFI and
hence, less through the bridge, resulting in a lower flyer velocity. The strong agreement
between laboratory experimentation and analytical modelling highlights the reliability
of the findings identified by (13) of variable mass ejection for initial conditions, as well
as the validity of the analytically predicted velocities.
From the numerical model ToAD were recorded for a range of velocities. These
ToAD were compared with empirical results (13), as shown in figure 5. Here it can be
seen that these model results correlate well and are of the same order of magnitude as
results from other studies (6). Empirical data for lower flyer velocities were not
obtained as, when considering figure 4, lower velocities require lower initial capacitor
voltages. It has already been demonstrated both experimentally and, with this work,
analytically, that these lower velocities are not achievable for the EFI model tested (the
CDC energy is insufficient to vaporize the bridge).

Figure 5. Laboratory measured (◇) and numerically modelled (X) Time of arrival
duration (ToAD) for material ejected at a range of initial velocities. Inset: Magnification
of right-hand region of graph.
ToAD was observed to be extended by the increased distance between the front
(A) and rear (B) surfaces of the ejected material. Numerical modelling has demonstrated
that lower velocities produced slower barrel transitions and a non-linear relationship
between velocity and ToAD. Whilst increasing ToAD has been investigated previously

through the utilization of variable flyer thickness, as discussed earlier, this work
demonstrates that some controllability through initial capacitor voltage is also possible.
The numerical model offers explanation for the temporal elongation of material
ejection: during initiation the flyer layer domes due to flyer and bridge material
expansion, facilitating elongation of the material to be ejected. The initial doming of the
flyer whilst remaining attached is in line with (30); furthermore, bridge expansion aligns
with (31). Comparison of results with other authors works highlights similarity in delay
times between the model predictions of this work and those of (32) for the central
region of the bridge and flyer. Behaviour predictions of this work differ from those of
(32) in peripheral regions of the flyer and bridge. Bridge geometry within the FEA
model of this work was simplified (by removal of complex curvature). The plume front
(A) of arriving material demonstrably differed in shape as a result of bridge geometry
modification. It is proposed that this is the reason for differing behaviour prediction
concerning peripheral regions of the flyer and bridge between this study and that of
(32). The advantage of the numerical model presented herein is its ability to solve
without the requirement for supercomputer access (as with (32)), whilst still predicting
comparable ToAD.
Increased time durations between points 2 and 4 were observed within the FEA
model for lower initial capacitor voltages, denoting greater temporal separation between
the top (A) and bottom (B) of material ejection plume, increasing the ToAD. Larger
capacitor voltages/greater velocity flyers see a greatly reduced region 2-4 and hence
shorter ToAD.
Use of numerical modelling to simulate voltage increase, for the purpose of
influencing flyer velocity, highlights a reduced overall time between stages 2-5. The
time in each phase of transit is increased; however, some phases of the transit are
increased by a greater proportion. Reduction in voltage yields an increased time delay

between the leading (A) and trailing (B) edge. Higher voltages have shorter transit times
without reaching a maximum velocity by the end of the barrel.
When considering the proportion of time in each phase of transit, reduction in
voltage yields lower initial velocities but also reduces the proportion of the transition in
stages 2-4 whilst increasing the proportional duration in stage 4-5. Whilst lower
voltages produce a longer transit duration, more of the transit duration is spent in the
final stage; delivering a lower momentum over a longer time duration. By considering
the leading face (A), the time dependent delivery of momentum (and therefore force and
pressure) to the pellet becomes attainable.
Other studies have looked at increasing mass through increased flyer thickness
and its influence on velocity (33, 34, 35). Comparison between the signal modulation
approach proposed herein and flyer mass increase is plotted in figure 6; mass increase
reduces the overall proportion of transit in stages 2-4 and increases the duration of stage
2-4 as well as stage 4-5. The ToAD is defined as in figure 2; whilst the velocity profile
is not typical of that observed, this is owing to the separation of leading and trailing
surfaces, A and B respectively. These authors can find no evidence of independent
velocity logging of surfaces A and B in literature.
Increasing mass exhibits a similar trend in transit profile modulation to that of
reducing initial capacitor voltage although the proportional variation of velocities are
not equal.
This highlights that either increasing the mass of flyer or reducing initial
capacitor voltage increases the distance between front (A) and trailing (B) edge of
ejected material. Furthermore, figure 6 demonstrates that, whilst mass modification does
influence ToAD, a halving of initial velocity through voltage modulation has greater
proportional impact on the ToAD compared with doubling the mass, particularly during
the 2-4 phase.

Mass modification is clearly impracticable following initiator installation and
cannot be implemented remotely prior to EFI operation from a single installed EFI unit.
Despite the apparent functional benefits of voltage modulation, it is known that the
delivery of energy required to potentially yield deflagration effects (16) is not
obtainable from the EFI-CDC in standard operation.
EFI initiations where stage 4-5 is not present (i.e. high initial capacitor voltage
or low mass flyers) do not reach their maximum velocity after stage 3 because they are
still accelerating at the top of the barrel. In these cases, the flyer does not carry its
maximum possible momentum as it meets the bottom of the pellet. This suggests that
operating this geometry of EFI in combination with the length of barrel implemented in
(13) whilst using a high initial capacitor voltage is inefficient.

Figure 6. Numerical model flyer velocity profile of upper surface (A) during barrel
transition: control example (—); double the flyer mass (···); half the initial capacitor
voltage (—); half the capacitor voltage and double the mass (···).

5 Conclusion
The work presented involves analytical and numerical models which, in combination,
enable calculation of the velocity of both the top and bottom surface of EFI ejected
flyer-plasma material. By extension, such velocity trends can infer the time dependent
delivery of momentum (and therefore force and pressure) to the pellet. These velocities
also facilitate the prediction of the time of arrival duration (ToAD) of the ejected

material at the bottom surface of an explosive pellet for which impact duration is of
particular relevance.
Both the numerical model and its analytical initial conditions have
independently produced results which are validated by the data collected in other
studies. Furthermore, the variable mass ejection observed previously has been supported
by comparison of its inclusion and exclusion from the analytical calculation; inclusion
of a variable mass demonstrated a much closer correlation with data collected
experimentally. This, combined with the demonstrable influence of mass on the final
ToAD profile, highlights an area of further investigation necessary for the construction
of an holistic model incorporating fully predictive mass variability based on input
parameters such as initial capacitor voltage.
A numerical model compared the influence of flyer mass variation to that of
voltage modulation on the flyer velocity and therefore ToAD. Whilst both influence the
final ToAD profile, mass variation was observed to have a smaller effect than that of
voltage modulation and is functionally impracticable without hardware modification.
Conversely, voltage modulation is inherently variable and therefore well suited to
remote and/or short notice implementation to enable selectable modes of EFI operation.
The simulation work presented herein demonstrates that the reduction of ToAD,
suitable to achieve a non-detonation effect such as deflagration, with the present
capacitor discharge circuit (CDC) and commercial EFI configuration is not viable.
Whilst this work shows that lower initial velocities can yield increased ToAD, these
may not be physically reproducible. This is because the capacitor voltages required to
initiate a flyer transition of such a low velocity are insufficient to vaporise the bridge.
To achieve switchable modes of operation from a single piece of EFI hardware, a design
modification to either the EFI or the CDC is deemed to be necessary as a result of this
work.
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